Coolinge Lane, Folkestone, Kent CT20 3RB
Email: principal@folkestonegirls.kent.sch.uk
Tel: 01303 251125

NEWSLETTER - END OF TERM 1 2019
Dear Parents & Carers
I wrote to you all on 9th September to share news of another stunning set of examination results
over the summer. I am now able to confirm that these are in fact the best set of results ever achieved
and when performance tables are published they will show that The Folkestone School for Girls
remains amongst the very best schools in the country with The Real School Guide placing us well
within the top 100.

Our ambition though is to be amongst the very best schools in the world and that means more than
simply outstanding examination results. Our school is not a number, nor does one word
‘outstanding’ effectively sum up all that we do. Exam results are what the girls get; they do not
define who they are and will play only a part in shaping the people they become.
Our academic curriculum, therefore, is only a part of what we do and as we start the new year,
there are already a myriad of opportunities underway with The FSGBacc now becoming well
established. This year alone there are trips to Madrid, Italy, Cuba, Iceland and Namibia planned and
of course many more local trips. We are building our own Escape Room, our cycle track is being
expanded, the radio station is up, running and broadcasting, CCF has some 45 cadets and there are
a host of sporting teams, orchestras and ensembles, performances and productions to take part in.
We are working with the British Council to become an International School and expanding our Duke
of Edinburgh programme to cater for as many students as are interested. We are working with The
Big Reveal, a community Arts charity on their new production - ‘The Heart of the Wood’ and as part
of this work students are illustrating and publishing their own accompanying children’s book.
We are expanding our work on self-defence lessons with six staff being trained to deliver this. Even
today as I write we are distributing gifts of 30 hampers to local residential care homes in a student
led initiative for which they themselves successfully wrote a funding bid.
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I trust then that in this newsletter, and in your daughters experience at school, you can see that we
are a school that does not stand still, does not rest on its laurels and that continues to deliver
outstanding academic success.
We are also though a happy school with a relaxed, purposeful ethos and a vibrant, busy diary full of
memorable experiences and rich opportunities for our girls. You can find a full list of all the clubs
and activities on offer every single week at the back of this newsletter.
As term 1 draws to a close, I wish you all a restful half term break. We welcome girls back at the
normal time on Monday 28th October 2019.

Mr Mark Lester
Principal

“The Heart of the Wood”
“A teenage girl and her younger brother go on an epic and magical underground quest
to fight for the life of their grandfather and the life of the planet”.

Following The Big Reveal production of “Dancing on Armistice Day” at our school in November 2018,
we are delighted to have been asked, once again, to partner up with The Big Reveal Charity for a
new project supported by the Arts Council England, entitled “The Heart of the Wood”.
This new community Music Theatre is inspired by meetings with ex-miners from the Kent Coalfields.
Composer David Burridge and Writer/Librettist Martin Riley have written it and it will be performed
by an array of artists:
o
o
o
o

our Choir and dancers;
the Revelation Strings orchestra with three percussionists;
singers from Aylsham Primary and Warden House Primary Schools;
and three story tellers - professional actors Matthew Sharp, Lydia Crosher and Martin Riley.
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Students from our Art Department have also been busy illustrating and publishing an
accompanying, rather spectacular children’s book!
Our school choir will be the core choir for the three performances (they will be joined by other
singers at the different venues)
In the first half of the concert our instrumentalists have been invited to join Revelation Strings in
“Farewell to Stromness” by Peter Maxwell Davies (which was written when his beloved Orkney isles
were in danger from a Uranium Mine development) and the March, “Death or Glory” which was the
signature tune of the Film “Brassed Off” which tells the story of a mining community whose life was
under threat from pit closure and the struggle to retain hope in the circumstances. The second half
is the Music Drama “The Heart of the Wood”.
This is a big commitment for all the staff and students involved but is equally an outstanding
opportunity to work with professional musicians, actors and composers, to curate and publish our
own children’s book and of course, to perform! “The Heart of the Wood” is a wonderful opportunity
for our students to give the World Premiere of this new piece of Community Music Theatre and we
hope that you will want to come and see this exciting project come to fruition.
Details of performances and tickets are below and we would be delighted to have your support. We
would also like to invite you to our book launch on Tuesday 29th October at 5pm in the Main School
Hall. This will not only be an opportunity to see and hear a preview of the show with our Dancers
and Choir performing extracts from the performance, but also an opportunity to glimpse our first
ever book, courtesy of FSG Publishing and to see the wonderful illustrations that so vividly bring
Martin Riley’s epic adventure to life - a chance perhaps for some early Christmas Shopping with our
beautiful book a bargain at just £8! Thank you in advance, for your support, to Ms Livingston (DoL
Music), Mrs Rowland (DoL Art) and Mrs Barnes (DoL Dance).
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ART
Year 8’s explore the work of artist Lucy Jones
and create their own ‘building portraits’
Year 8 students have been introduced to the work of Edinburgh-based artist Lucy Jones.
Students have explored mixed-media techniques, collage and perspective drawing to create original
artworks inspired by school and local architecture…see if you can spot the harbour, old high street
and The Grand.
Here is a collection of their work to celebrate the end of term 1:
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Gloria Gordon Sketchbook Award 2019
The Folkestone Art Society’s annual sketchbook award is approaching and, this year, the Art
department have been spoilt for choice as to which sketchbooks to submit such has been the
quality of students’ work ... and here is a taster:

The winners will be announced on Friday 15th November during the private view (from 6.30p.m.) at
The Grand.
An exhibition of work will be on display at The Grand until Sunday 24th November.
Good Luck to all who have had their work submitted!
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John Downton Award
Congratulations to Bethany Glover for making it through to the first round of judging for the
prestigious John Downton award.
Bethany has submitted her ‘Momento Mori’ painting that she completed for her A-level art
examination in May, this oil painting reflects 15 hours of work.
We wish Bethany the best of Luck in the next phase of the competition.
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ENGLISH
The following students have been awarded the English Certificate of Excellence for all their hard
work and enthusiasm shown in term 1. Well done to all!
Ruby Jenkins, April Moyle, Sophie Hibbert, Matilda Browne, Evie Goff, Isabelle Dodd, Sam Cross,
Edie-May Monk Jones, Vivian Higgs, Carmen Moore, Lily O’Connor, Lottie Steer and Poppy Woods

An Inspector Calls Trip
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GEOGRAPHY

All Y11 Geographers recently carried out some brilliant field work techniques locally in Folkestone
for their skills based exam in June. They collected data from the coast to explore the sea defences,
after which they investigated the success of local forms of regeneration by conducting
questionnaires and environmental quality assessments, through which they demonstrated excellent
skills of teamwork and group cooperation.
Back at school they have been evaluating their methods of field data collection and presenting their
results on ICT to enable them to reliably analyse their results. All students have shown
determination and maturity on the trips and their behaviour and conduct was a credit to
themselves! It did help that we avoided stormy weather on both days and that the girls were also
motivated by the rewards of Folkestone’s culinary delights for their lunch! (not wishing to plug any
global food chains by name!).
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HISTORY

Imperial War Museum and London Dungeons/Jack the Ripper Tour
We have started the year in earnest with two trips to London. On 1 st and 3rd October Year 11s had
the opportunity to visit the Imperial War Museum and take part in a curator-led workshop on the
Holocaust, before visiting the museum’s Holocaust galleries.
The trip supplements the students’ studies of life in Nazi Germany
and from comments and work the student have subsequently
produced, I can see it was a truly powerful and moving experience
for them.
On Saturday 6th October, we were up to London again, this time with
Year 9s to visit the London Dungeons and take part in a Jack the
Ripper tour.
Students encountered medieval torturers, plague doctors and
countless other shadowy figures from the past before walking in the
footsteps of the notorious serial killer, Jack the Ripper.
All-in-all, the girls had a rather creepy but fascinating and enjoyable
day, which hopefully won’t keep them up at night!
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Debating Society
Debating Society has opened up its doors again. We will have had 6 debates by the time you read
this newsletter, ranging from ‘Should the next James Bond be a woman?’ to ‘Should the school
adopt a gender-neutral uniform?.’
The society is open to all students from Year 7 to Year 13 and is a great forum to share your views
and hear alternative viewpoints. Apart from anything, because it’s so popular, it’s a great way to
make new friends, especially in different classes and year groups.
Throughout the year there are opportunities to take part in public speaking and debating
competitions, as well as Mock Magistrates. We meet every Thursday lunchtime in Room 803, so
why not make a date to debate next term!
History Workshop
The History Workshop has started up again this term with lots of budding History enthusiasts coming
to take part.
This term the students created plates to celebrate the study of History! We asked: ‘Why do we enjoy
history?’, ‘Why should we study it?’ and ‘What are our favourite topics or people to study?’ The
result was some fantastic designs which will be displayed around the History Dept in Term 2.
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The History Workshop is open to all year groups and runs every Wednesday lunchtime in 904 with
Miss Utting from 12:45-1:15pm. We look at different topical history moments each week and create
fun arty projects. We also have historical film days, Horrible Histories viewing parties and lots of
Horrible Histories songs! Bringing your lunch and friends is encouraged and we welcome new
additions! Each time you attend a Workshop, you’ll receive an achievement point on your History
Passport (which can also be used for Debating Society)!
Below: The History Workshop team with their celebration plates.

Victorian Classroom
Term 1 saw the return of the Victorian classroom for Year 8. This year 8P were greeted with the
traditional school rules of 1870s FSG; having lined up in height order and curtsied good morning to
Miss Utting, their hands and faces were checked for dirt (most had washed up well but a few were
adorned with biro markings…the Dunce’s hat made an early appearance for the worst case of
scruffiness!).
Lessons begun with the Lord’s Prayer, an overview of the three R’s of Victorian education - reading,
writing and ‘rithmetic! Students tried their hands at learning by rote with a tricky date task involving
the kings and queens of England; Alice and Emma made an admirable team and were able to
confidently recite all 5 monarchs.
Posture was a little lacking and the ladies needed several reminders to sit up straight, however Ruby
became our Victorian Star Pupil by maintaining the best Victorian posture and decorum ever seen
by Miss Utting - a model 1870s pupil!
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Handwriting was also on the timetable and the girls thoroughly enjoyed trying their hand at
copperplate handwriting; there was also a strong dedication shown by those left-handed students
who were made to write with their right hand for the lesson (a true Victorian practice!). Some were
more successful than others, but a bold effort all the same.
Punishments were next for discussion and whilst nobody required such a severe punishment as
being placed in a basket hanging from the ceiling the Dunce hat was extremely active – traversing
the room to multiple individuals for such crimes as: forgetting to curtsey before sitting, slouching
(numerous!), speaking without permission, and giggle fits (an astounding number)! We finished off
as usual with our traditional Victorian school photograph - what wonderful new technology! It must
be said that some students look far too happy however…

HOMELY HAMPERS
Girls from The Folkestone School for Girls have been collecting, via tutor groups, a selection of gifts
to present to residents of local care homes. Much like our Christmas Shoebox campaign, girls had
to think of suitable gifts and pack them to create beautiful hampers.
Unlike the Christmas Shoeboxes this was entirely their own idea! Girls dreamt up the initiative and
successfully wrote a funding bid to Headstart to allow the purchase of the baskets. They then set
about organising tutor groups to fill them!
The hampers were distributed by the girls themselves, with some time in each care home for a cup
of tea and a chat!
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Our Year 9 Health and Social Care students were recently given the opportunity to learn more about
the sector and some of the 350 different careers available in the NHS.
The afternoon presented a number of opportunities to get ‘hands on’ and learn some new skills!
Wearing an age-simulation suit, trying on scrubs and working a defibrillator to name a few!
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SCIENCE
Sandgate Primary Science Morning
On Monday 7th October, 60 Year 2 students from Sandgate Primary School visited the Science
department. They are reading “George’s Marvellous Medicine” this term, so wanted to see a
laboratory and have a go at some experiments. They observed some practical demonstrations and
carried out a simple practical, mixing vinegar and bicarbonate of soda, where they got to use
pipettes, spatulas and beakers. Thank you to the four Year 13 students who assisted, the Year 2’s
thoroughly enjoyed their morning.
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FSG COMBINED CADET FORCE
September witnessed the official launch of the FSG CCF with 45 cadets and 5 members of staff.
After initial lessons on drill, turn out and navigation, it was time to put the skills learnt to the test!
Exercise FIRST NAV was conducted on Saturday 5th October 2019 on an MOD training area near
Etchinghill.
After a practice period in the morning, including a visit to the top of Summerhouse Hill, six teams
were launched onto the navigation and military knowledge exercise.
All six teams navigated their way to all the check points and reported in safely.
Even before prizes were presented, enthusiasm and a sense of fun was demonstrated by all!
Follow the FSG CCF on Twitter @fsgccf
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NOTICES
School Uniform
Please can parents ensure that their daughter’s uniform items are named as it makes it so much
easier to return any lost property. Thank you.

School Uniform Shop Restocked
We have restocked after the summer rush and the following are now available to buy:
-

PE Hooded Sweatshirts;
PE Leggings;
Blouses;
Navy Pullovers.

The Uniform Shop is open every Friday in term time, at lunch time and after school for students,
and between 12:30pm and 4pm for parents. You can also place orders online via Wisepay - please
log into your Wisepay account and follow the “School Shop” link for details.
If you need help using Wisepay, please contact the Finance Department on email: finance@
folkestonegirls.kent.sch.uk.

School Drop off/Pick up
A polite but urgent reminder regarding road safety. We have almost 1200 girls and around 100
members of staff arriving on site every morning from 7am to 8.30am with the vast majority of girls
arriving in the latter half of this period. There is a similar exodus, for girls at least, every afternoon
at 3.30pm. We also have Sandgate Primary School following a fairly similar pattern, 2 nurseries
nearby and of course our other neighbours on Coolinge Lane departing for work etc.
The road therefore is an exceptionally busy one. Compounding the volume of traffic, our main
entrance also lies on a sharp bend and on a hill. We are increasingly concerned that students are
able to cross the road safely and remind parents to not drop off or pick up students from the school
gates. I ask for caution please around our school, our girls and Coolinge Lane in general. Cars
parking/ stopping here pose a serious threat to other road users and there are double yellow lines
all around the area for this very reason. Yet parents continue to stop here. We are extremely
concerned that young lives are being put at risk and I have asked for a greater presence from traffic
enforcement officers who are able to issue on the spot fines.
I appreciate that parents of new Year 7 students are anxious to smooth the transition to ‘big school’
and are therefore perhaps picking up/dropping off for these first few weeks but please can I ask us
all to be mindful of other road users at these crunch times. Can I also ask parents to remind girls to
be similarly cautious when navigating the roads. Too often we see girls talking to each other in
groups, on mobiles and/or with headphones, simply stride out into the road without due care and
attention. We will be reminding girls of this in tutor time next week but your co-operation and
assistance is greatly appreciated.
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Phone Free Fridays
As of next term - Term 2, we will be encouraging all our girls to
have Phone Free Fridays.
On this day we ask that our students and staff do not use their
phones/social media!
This digital detox is aimed at promoting wellbeing for our
students giving them a chance to focus on conversations with
peers or trying a new activity.
The reasons behind our Phone Free Friday are below.

Less phone use can help ease depression.
UK psychologists have found a strong link between heavy internet use and depression. The research
found that 1.2% of the surveyed 1,319 were internet addicts and many of were found to be suffering
from depression. Sophie Corlett, of the mental health charity Mind, said: “Evidence suggests that
active pursuits such as exercise and socialising with people face-to-face are among the factors that
help us stay in good mental health.” Therefore swapping time spent online for the exercise and
socialising face-to-face can really help with those suffering from depression.
As smartphone usage drops, so does anxiety.
We’re a nation addicted to our smartphones. Something most of us will think is a normal part of life,
but, your smartphone could actually have a negative impact on those who suffer from anxiety. A
study looking into the relationship between smartphone use, academic performance and anxiety
revealed that as mobile phone usage increased, so did anxiety. By simply putting your smartphone
away for a few hours a day could help with anxiety.
Logging off social media can help with depression
Studies show that those who spend a lot of time on social media are more likely to suffer from
depression. One study showed the correlation between heavy Facebook use and depressive
symptoms, including low self-esteem. Facebook users tend to only post the good and exciting parts
of their lives, giving off the illusion of a ‘perfect life’, leading others to feel depressed when
comparing their own life with their Facebook friends’ fake, seemingly perfect lives.
We ask parents/ carers to encourage their daughters to participate. I am pleased to say that phones
are not a major problem here. Girls do talk face to face. They play games and interact well. Where
phones are used this is often collectively and used to inspire conversation rather than stymie it.
However, for all the reasons outlined above we believe time away from phones altogether is even
better! Some of us who can rely on our phones too heavily may be resistant to the idea, but as a
school we would love to encourage the students to spend a little less time on social media and a
little bit more time on face-to-face interactions! We do hope that parents/carers will support us.
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As we know some will find it more difficult than others, we will provide some fun alternative
activities at lunch time - foot golf, mountain biking, climbing, golden mile walk etc. We have also
purchased a selection of good old fashioned board games - Scrabble, Pictionary etc. This is not a
new school rule and we don’t want to forbid phone use – we simply want to encourage us all to
switch it off and do something else instead! We understand that mobile phones are also a vital
communication and safety device for students so students can of course continue to bring their
phone in on the day but switched off and in their pocket, bag or even locker until they leave for the
day. If you need to get a message to a student please feel free to ring reception on 01303 251125
and they will pass the message on to the student.
Communication between home/daughters during the school day
A polite reminder please that should you wish to contact your daughter for any reason during the
school day that this should be through the school – via your daughters SDL. Parents are asked not
to call or text daughters during the school day. Obviously, a quick text at lunchtime to confirm home
time arrangements perhaps is fine but we have had a number of students engaging in long text
exchanges over the school day and this is detrimental to their learning in school.
FSG and the environment
Many of us will have seen the recent surge of media interest in climate change following the work
of teenage activist Greta Thunberg and how this has expanded to school walkouts across the world.
It was pleasing to have a number of girls feeling so strongly and speaking so eloquently about why
they wanted to take part last week. Our stance is that whilst a march certainly raises the profile of
the concerns there is perhaps a way to have a more sustained impact.
Girls who wish to attend can do so with written permission from parents. We also ask for a written
statement from the girls themselves as to why they wish to attend and how they currently act to
support our environment.
We have already taken some very significant steps, here at FSG, in limiting our own impact on the
environment as a school. By introducing paperless reports we have of course saved paper but also
envelopes and coloured printing. Similarly we now use email as our main form of communication
with home – so an end to letters from months ago stuffed at the bottom of school bags and instead
parents are emailed relevant letters/newsletters etc. in good time. In school we try to be similarly
mindful of our paper consumption and have installed print release software across the site. This
means that printing is not released to a printer until the person assigning the print job releases it at
the machine. Since the introduction of this software some 8789 print jobs sent to the printer were
not actually released. Previously these jobs would have all been printed but now, given that they
clearly were not really wanted that badly, the paper has been saved. Ink and electricity too of course.
Print release software, this year alone, has saved 75,189 sheets of paper, some 150 reams of paper,
almost 30 boxes! 526 kg of Carbon Dioxide has been saved as a result and some £2,515 saved which
can of course be spent elsewhere.
We have also looked at our usage of single use plastics. Polystyrene cups for parents’ evenings and
similar events have been ditched in favour of recyclable cardboard cups. Plastic water bottles for
guests have been replaced with good old fashioned glasses and jugs of water. In the dining area, our
caterer, Independent Catering, sources local food to minimise environmental impact. All packaging
used is now bio-degradable and there are food waste bins in the canteen area for any unavoidable
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waste from dinner plates. The team though are well experienced in managing catering for such a
large organisation and food waste is minimal. Our wider rubbish across the site, is separated too, so
that all materials that can be recycled are recycled. This is done off site to avoid the need for
countless different bins on site, but girls can be assured that paper, aluminium cans etc. - anything
that can be recycled is recycled.
The old adage think global, act local, always springs to mind though and whilst girls are very keen to
challenge the school on what it can do environmentally, I would also ask the girls themselves to
reflect on what they can do, personally.
The canteen is swamped daily with students buying takeaway food and of course we cater for this.
However, we often serve main meals, really designed to be eaten on a plate, in takeaway containers.
Quite literally a roast dinner in a bucket or sausage, mash, peas and onion gravy….in a bucket! I
would ask girls to consider a main meal on a plate. Plates do not generate any rubbish or recycling
and an extra bonus - you get a free pudding! Space in the canteen area is limited but often we see
students sitting at tables, being social, hanging out with friends and chatting, but eating the main
meal from a takeaway container - so an appeal please to think global, act local and use a plate!

ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020
Term 2
Monday
October to Wednesday 18th December
Christmas Break: Thursday 19th December to Friday 3rd January 2020
28th

Term 3 2020
Monday 6th January to Friday 14th February
February Break: Monday 17th February to Friday 21st February
Term 4
Monday
February to Wednesday 1st April
Easter Break: Thursday 2nd April to Wednesday 15th April
24th

Term 5
Thursday
April to Friday 22nd May
Bank Holiday: Friday 8th May
May Break: Monday 25th May to Friday 29th May
16th

Monday
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Term 6
June to Thursday 23rd July 2020
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Clubs
Day

Club

Where

Time

Year groups

Mountain Biking

Monday

MTB Trail

After
School

KS4

Dance - Heart of the
Wood

Lunch time

A level students
Mrs Barnes

Cheerleading Club

After
school

All years
Miss McLaughlin/Miss
Johnson

After
school

Year 9 upwards
Mrs Foster

After
school

GCSE/A level
Mrs Barnes/Miss
Johnson

Gym

USG

Dance

Nepal-UK (International
Club)

Rm 830

After
School

German Revision
Session

Rm 830

Lunchtime

Yr 11

Clarinet Cluster
Music
Registration
Please see Ms
Department
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join
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Piano Duets
Music
Registration
Please see Ms
Department
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join
Jazz Band

29 October 2019

Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

GCSE Comp
Intervention

Music
Department

Lunch time

Yr 11

Tech Club

Music
Department

After
School

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

Chamber Choir

Music
Department

After
School

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

Cookery

Canteen

Afterschool

KS3
Please see Mrs Phelps
or your SDL to register
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All
Archery

Field

After
School

Climbing

KS3
MSG

Lunch time

Room 406
with Mrs
Brown
(bring your
lunch)

12.40

Rm 604

12.45 –
1.15

Rm 602

12.45-1.15

Science Magazine

Dance Club

Miss Johnson

Tuesday

Main Hall
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Yrs 9, 10 & 12 Mrs
Mundy
(selected students who
have signed up)
All year groups
welcome – Miss
Kleinschmidt

After
school

Gym

Year 9 upwards
Mrs Jukes

USG

After
school

Netball
courts

After
school

All years
Miss Norris/Mrs Chan

Rm 803

12:451:15pm

Year 11

Rm 830

Lunchtime

Fun Netball Club

GCSE History Revision
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Samba
Music
Registration
Please see Ms
Department
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join
Strings
Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

Science Intervention

Rooms will
vary

12.25 -1.00
(week 1
only)

Year 11

Geography Club

Rm 414

Lunchtime
(Week 1
only)

Drama Club

USG

3.30-4.30

Mrs Haigh/Miss
Cooper-Jones
We will be looking at
sustainability around
the school site and how
we can try to make the
school more
sustainable and ecofriendly.
KS3

Dance

MSH

Lunch time

GCSE students
Miss Johnson/Mrs
Barnes

History Workshop

Rm 904

12:401:15pm

All years welcome
(Each week we will look
at ‘topical’ historical
events and create fun
crafting activities to
celebrate or
commemorate these
moments)

Wednesday

Starter Strings
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Maths Drop-in Support
Session

Rm 610

Cheerleading Squad

12.40-13.20

Lunch time

KS3
Need help with your
Homework? Or go over
your classwork? Please
come to the Maths
Drop-in Support
sessions. Mrs Gibbons
Competition Squad
Miss Johnson

Fun Football Club
Field

After
school

All years
Mrs Hutley/Mr Buckley

After
school

All years
(organised by Hythe
Tennis Club)

MSH

After
school

Mrs Barnes
Week 2 only

Field

After
school

All welcome
Mrs Sauntry/Ms Haigh

USG

After
school

Year 9 upwards
Miss Johnson

Rm 836

Lunch

Everyone welcome

Tennis Club
Tennis
Courts
Dance

Couch to 5k

Gym

MFL Games/ Cine-Club

Starter Sax Group
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Registration
Department

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join
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Concert Band

Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join
Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join
KS4
Please see Mrs Phelps
or your SDL to register

Vocal Group

Music
Department

Lunch time

Cookery

Canteen

Afterschool

Drama Workshop

USH

3.30-4.30

KS4/5

MSG

Lunch time

GCSE students
Miss Johnson

USG

After
school

Year 9 upwards
Mrs Gillard/Mrs Motley

After
school

Years 7 – 10
Miss Norris/Mrs
Chan/Miss McLaughlin

Rm 602

3.45-4.45

6th form only

MSG

Lunch time

KS4

Rm 610

Lunch time

All students and staff
welcome

Thursday

Dance practice

Gym

Netball Training Squad

James Webb Project

Climbing

Russian Language Club
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History Debating Society

Rm 803

12:401:15pm

All years welcome.

Geography GCSE
Revision

Rm 414

12.45 –
1.20

Year 11

Spanish Speaking
Support Session

Rm 830

After
school
Wk 1 Mrs
MoralesSosa
Wk2 Mr
Hare
Registration

A-Cappella Ladies

Music
Department

Yr 13

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs Brady
if you would like to join

The Five
Music
Registration
Department

Wind Band

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join
Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join

Music
Department

Lunch time

Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join

MSG

Lunch time

KS3

MTB Trail

After
School

KS3

Chamber Choir

Climbing

Mountain Biking
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Rm 608
with Miss
Harvey

Lunchtime

Years 9 - 13

Rm 507
with Miss
Harvey

12.45 –
13.15

Year 8 only

Geography
Documentary Club

Rm 611

Lunchtime

All years welcome

Climbing

MSG

After
school

KS4

Friday

Puzzle Club
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Brasses

Music
Registration
Department

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join

Music Theory

Music
Registration
Department

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join

Choir

Music
Department

Lunch time

Please see Ms
Livingston or Mrs
Braddy if you would like
to join

CCF

Upper school
Hall

After school

CCF is now full but we will
recruiting again from Year 7
towards the end of the
academic year ready for a
Year 8 start.
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